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Fracture Sealing in SHALES: Geological and Geochemical Factors
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The so-called self-sealing processes can be re-examined at the light of geological and
geochemical consideration about the past history of the rocks. The concept of “self sealing” needs to
consider the formation and the sealing of fractures, especially three main stages: (i) the initiation of the
fracture (development of micro-cracks initiated from previous heterogeneities up to fracturing), ii) the
fracturation processes which occur generally at depth in presence of a fluid phase, iii) the healing or
sealing of the fractures which corresponds basically to two main processes: a restoration of the initial
permeability of the rock block by reducing the transmitivity of the discontinuity down to values
equivalent to that of the homogeneous medium before fracturing, or the sealing of the open
discontinuity by precipitation of newly formed minerals. In the latter case, the evolution of the open
fracture is driven by re-arrangement of particles or precipitation of newly formed material, either by
dissolution/crystallisation processes or by crystallisation from the percolating fluids (advective
processes). Such processes are governed by chemical processes, especially the rate of precipitation of
minerals which depends of the degree of saturation with respect to the mineral, and the kinetics of
precipitation.

How fractures have formed in shales?

The understanding of the past formation of fractures in shales may be documented on the
basis of:

i. Elementary concept about the physical-properties of the shales, unherited from the
sedimentation, diagenesis, and subsequent evolution of properties during burial (pressure-
temperature time evolution). The role of specific properties of shales on fracturation style
of clay rich material is obvious when series of rocks of similar origin and clay content are
examined. Previous geologic history is of primary importance on the acquisition or
modification of the main physical properties (rigidity, resistance to traction and
compression) which depend on the water content, the percentage of clay (especially
swelling clays), the nature of the bounding between particles (cements and their evolution
during diagenesis and burial).

ii. The intensity and orientation of the stresses, and its consequences on development of
fractures (orientation, dip, frequency, clustering, opening).

Most sealing processes are linked to specific stages of fluid migration, linked to major
geodynamic events, during which thermal or thermodynamic changes (fluctuation in pCO2, dilution
during mixing of two fluids…) in the circulating fluids which provoked the saturation of the fluid with
respect to some minerals (mostly carbonates, especially calcite, sulphides and sulphates).
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How fractures can eventually form and heal in the future

“Self”-sealing, especially in “EDZ”?

Specific geometry of fractures, now well known, develops during the opening of the
galleries, and is linked to subsequent extensional tectonics related to the differential stress regime
between zones under load pressure and the gallery walls.

Textural re-organisation and /or mineral crystallisation can occur in these zones. However,
the amount of water in the “EDZ” is very low and no evident sealing process can be considered.

In most concepts of gallery closing, the oxidised “EDZ” will be rehydrated after a certain
amount of time. The rehydratation will induce a microscopic swelling of the swelling clays followed
during the rehydration of the macropores, and the subsequent the swelling of the clay material which
will increases its volume, reducing then the permeability, and resulting in the mechanical healing of
fractures by increase of the lateral pressure on the fracture walls.

During this stage the most likely geochemical process is the simple closing of fractures by
swelling of the shales (hydration of cations, osmotic and capillary pressures). Desiquilibrium of the
solution with respect to minerals is rather weak and will mostly result in the dissolution of the newly
formed mineral assemblages (sulphates) rather than in the precipitation newly formed phases except if
hydratation/dehydratation cycles occur.


